MARCH 6TH-11TH, 2022

This weekly emergency bulletin is an insider's update for supporters like yourself, whose generosity enables JDC to respond quickly and effectively to the crisis in Ukraine.

This bulletin will focus on the heroic action being taken to ensure that Jews displaced by the crisis are cared for and embraced as they take the next step in their journey.

A Harrowing Journey

They arrive under grey skies or the cover of snow. Some have traveled for days on end. All are exhausted, cold, and hungry. They are mothers carrying babies, families torn apart, grandparents who struggle to walk and need a human crutch to make it down the stairs of the rescue bus. Their relief at reaching the border is tempered with fear and grief about what they have left behind and the uncertainty that lies ahead.

Your Impact

Thanks to you, these tired and frightened Jews have a steady arm to guide them. They have a hotline to call that will bring them to safer shores. When they arrive at the border, JDC is there. They receive warm soup and a snack for the disoriented children.

Whether they fled to Moldova, Romania, Poland, or Hungary, JDC is there to offer respite and shelter.

To date, JDC has assisted approximately 7,000 refugees, and we expect this number to continue to grow. On behalf of displaced Jews whose voices cannot be heard at this time, thank you for bringing hope and light.

Giving out warm soup at the Siret Border Crossing to Romania